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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 
HOWARD IV. BARBER, OF STONINGTON, CONNECTICUT, ASSIGNOR, BY HIESNE ASSIGN 

MENTS, TO C. B. COTTRELL & sons CoIMPANY, OF NEW YORK, N.Y., A coRPoRATION 
OF DEAWARE, 

RoTARY SHEET-PRINTING MACHINE. 

152,069. Specification of Letters Patent. Patented Aug. 3, 1915. 
Application filed December 18, 1912. Serial No. 737,432. 

To all whom it may concern: 
Beit known that I, How ARDA. BARBER, a 

citizen of the United States, and resident 
of Stonington, in the county of New Lon 
don and State of Connecticut, have invented 
a new and useful Improvement in Rotary 
Sheet-Printing Machines, of which the fol 
lowing is a specification. 

This invention relates to rotary sheet 
printing machines and particularly to that 
class of machines which may be used for 
single or multi-color printing and consists 
in a novel sheet feeding mechanism ar 
ranged to feed printing sheets from one 
Source of sheet supply and either printing 
sheets or slip sheets from another source of 
sheet supply into the machine, as may be 
desired. 
In single color and in most multi-color 

work on machines of the class above de 
scribed, it is seldom, if ever, necessary to 
use slip sheets between the printed sheets to 
prevent offsetting or Smutting. Printing 
sheets may then be fed into the machine 
from two different sources and thereby 
double the printed product delivered from 
the machine as the possible operating speed 
of a rotary printing machine of this char 
acter far exceeds the speed of a single feeder. 
in some instances, it becomes very desirable 
to deliver a slip sheeted product and slip 
sheets may then be fed from one of the 
sources instead of the printing sheets. 
In the accompanying drawings, Figure 

1 represents in side elevation so much of a 
rotary printing machine as will give a clear 
understanding of my invention, the parts 
being in the position which they assume 
when printing sheets are being fed from one 
source to the impression cylinder and slip 
sheets fed from another source to the deliv 
ery cylinder of a printed sheet delivery 
mechanism, Fig. 2 is a detail section show 
ing the cam mechanism for controlling the 
operation of the grippers on the transfer 
cylinder when used for slip sheeting, Fig. 
3 is a vertical longitudinal central section 
with the parts in the position shown in Fig. 
1 for delivering a slip sheeted product, Fig. 
4 is a vertical longitudinal section taken 
adjacent to the farther side frame with the 
parts in the position shown in Fig. 1, Fig. 
5 is a view similar to Fig. 1, with the parts 
in the position which they assume for de 

liyering a double non-slip sheeted product, 
Fig. 6 is a detail section showing the cam 

55 

mechanism for controlling the action of the 
grippers on the transfer cylinder when 
used for feeding printing sheets into the 
machine, and Fig. is a vertical longitudi 
nal central Section through the machine with 
the parts in the position shown in Fig. 
is arranged for delivering a double non-slip 
sheeted product. 
The machine is herein shown as having 

two plate cylinders 1, 2, and a single im 
Dression cylinder 3 having two impression 
surfaces 4, 5. and two sets of sheet grippers 
6. 7. Two sources of sheet supply are here 
in shown as tables S and 9, the table S be 
ing arranged to feed printing sheets to the 
grippers on the impression cylinder and 
the table 9 being arranged to feed either 
printing sheets to the grippers 6 of the im 
Dression cylinder or slip sheets to the de 
livery mechanism, as the case may be. 
A suitable printed sheet delivery may be 

provided. that shown herein comprising an 
endless delivery carrier 10, a printed sheet 
delivery cylinder 11, a delivery reel 12, and 
Suitable guides and rollers 13, 14 interposed 
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between the endless delivery carrier 10 and 
the reel 12. 
The set of grippers on the delivery cylin 

der 11 is denoted by 15 and the set of grip 
pers on the delivery reel 12 by 16. The 
sheet feeding mechanism for feeding sheets 
from the table 9 includes a transfer cylinder 
17 and its set of grippers 18. 
The table 9 may be raised and lowered for 

feeding sheets to the upper or the under 
side of the transfer cylinder 17, the means 
shown herein comprising two racks 19, 20, 
depending from the table 9 and a train of 
gearing 21, 22, 23, 24, connecting the racks 
with a hand wheel 25. The table 9 is pro 
vided with a folding section adjacent to the 
transfer cylinder 17 for permitting the table 
to be raised and lowered. 
The impression cylinder gear 26 meshes 

at all times with the delivery cylinder gear 
27, which, in turn, meshes at all times with 
the delivery reel gear 28. This gear 28, 
meshes with the gear 29 of the feed roll 
ers 14. 
The transfer cylinder 17 is moved into 

and out of operative engagement with the 
impression cylinder 3 and the delivery cyl 
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ge 

inder 11 by bringing the transfer cylinder 
gear 30 into or out of mesh with the im 
pression cylinder gear 26 or into or out of 
mesh with the delivery cylinder gear 27. 
When the transfer cylinder gear 30 is in 
mesh with the plate cylinder gear 27 and 
out of mesh with the impression cylinder 
gear 26, and the table 9 is raised, the trans ".. fer cylinder 17 is arranged to feed slip 
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pression cylinder 3. 
have shown for raising and lowering the 

, transfer cylinder 17 comprises a rock shaft. 
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sheets directly to the delivery cylinder 11. 
When the transfer cylinder gear 30 is 

brought into mesh with the impression cylin 
der gear 26 and out of mesh with the de 
livery cylinder gear 27 and the table 9 is 
lowered, the transfer cylinder 17 is arranged 
to feed printing sheets directly to the im 

The means which I 

31, its handle 32 and crank arms 33 con 
nected to the auxiliary frame 34, which 
carries the transfer cylinder 17, through the 
connecting rods 35. A stop 36 is provided 
for limiting the rotary movement of the 
crank shaft 31 when the auxiliary frame 34 
has been raised to bring the transfer cylin 
der 17 into operative engagement with the 
impression cylinder 3. Removable blocks 
37, one only of which is herein shown, are 
inserted between the auxiliary frame 34 and 
the main frame of the machine when the 
auxiliary frame is raised. When it is de 
sired to lower the frame to bring the trans 
fer cylinder 17 into operative engagement 
with the delivery cylinder 11, the blocks 37 

The set of grippe's 18 on 
the transfer cylinder 17 are reversible. 
When the table 9 is in its raised position, 

a sheet stop 3S is provided, which sheet stop 
is operated from a can shaft 39 through 
the rock shaft 40, its arm11, the rock lever 
42. the connecting rods 43, 44, the rock lever 
45 and the cam 46. When the table 9 is in 
its lowered position, the sheet stop 3S is 
removed and a sheet stop 47 is provided 
which is connected to the rock lever 42 
through the rock lever 48 and connecting 
rod 49. When this sheet stop 47 is used, 
the connecting rod 43 is removed. 
A stationary adjustable cam 50 is pro 

vided, which cam is mounted in the position 
shown in full lines in Fig. 4 for opening 
the grippers 18 to transfer slip sheets to 
the gripper's 15 of the delivery cylinder 11 
and this cam 50 is shown in dotted lines 
on Fig. 4 in position to open the grippers 
18 to transfer printing sheets therefrom to 
the grippers 6 on the impression cylinder 3. 
A stationary calm 51 is provided for open 

ing the grippers 15 on the delivery cylinder 
11 to receive slip sheets from the transfer 
cylinder 17 when a slip sheeted product is 
being delivered. 
A stationary cam 52 is provided for open 

ing the grippers 15 on the delivery cylinder 
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11 for receiving printed sheets from either 
both sets of impression cylinder grippers 6 
and 7 or from the grippers 7 according to 
whether a single or double product is being 
delivered. 
A stationary cam 53 is provided for open 

ing the delivery cylinder grippers 15 to 
transfer the sheets therefrom to the reel 
grippers 16. 
A stationary cam 54 is arranged in posi 

tion to open the grippers 16 on the reel 12 
for receiving the sheets from the delivery 
cylinder 11. 
A stationary cam 55 is provided for open 

ing the grippers 6 and 7 to deliver either 
sheets from both grippers or from one set 

grippers to the delivery cylinder grippers 
O. 

A stationary cam 56 is provided for open 
ing the grippers 6 to receive a printing sheet 
from the grippers 18 on the transfer cylin 
der when a double non-slip-sheeted product 
is being delivered. 
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A stationary can 57 is provided for open 
ing the reel grippers 16 to deliver the sheets 
onto the guides 13 to be forwarded by the 
feed rollers 14 to the endless delivery car 
rier 10. 
A sheet stop for the table 8 is denoted by 

3S, which stop is mounted to swing on a 
shaft 59 and is normally held in its lowered 
position by the spring pressed means 60. 
The sheet stop is raised to permit the feed 
ing of a sheet to the grippers 7 and held 
raised throughout the impression surface 5 
by means of a cann (51 mounted to rotate with 
the impression cylinder 3, which cam en 
gages the rock arm 62 of the said sheet stop. 
The sheet stop 5S is also raised and held 

in its raised position to permit the passage 
of the next succeeding sheets on the impres 
sion surface 4 when a double product is 
being delivered, by means of a fixed cam 
68 pounted to rotate with the cylinder 3. 
The grippel's on the impression cylinde 

3 are opened and closed to receive and grasp 
a printing sheet from the table S by a tum 
bler can mechanism, the tumbler cam being 
denoted by 6-1, the tumbler pins by 65, 66. 
the rock arm by 67 and the cam for con 
trolling the rock arm by 68, which cam is 
fixed on the shaft 69 of the impression cyl 
inder. The tumbler call mechanism is 
shown herein as being arranged to operate 
only the set of grippers 7. When the grip 
pers IS on the transfer cylinder 17 are ar 
ranged for receiving slip sheets from the 
table 9 they are opened and closed by a 
tumbler cam mechanism, the tumbler cam 
On the gripper shaft being denoted by 70, the 
tumbler pins by 71, 72, the rock shaft by 73, 
and the can for controlling the movements 
of the rockshaft by 4. This cam is mount 
ed upon a cam shaft 39 driven from the 
shaft 76 of the transfer cylinder 17 through 
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the gears 77,78. When the grippers 18 are 
reversed and arranged to receive printing 
sheets at the under side of the transfer cyl 
inder 17, a second tumbler cam mechanism 
is provided which includes the tumbler pins 
79,80, arranged to engage the tumbler cam 
70, and the rock shaft S1 which is controlled 
by the cam 74 above referred to. When the 
tumbler cam mechanism for operating the 
grippers to receive slip sheets is used, the 
other tumbler cam mechanism is removed. 
When the tumbler cam mechanism for op 
erating the grippers to receive printing 
sheets is in use, the rock lever 73 of the other 
cam mechanism is disconnected from the 
cam 74 as shown in Fig.6, and the tumbler 
pins 71 and 72 are held out of their opera 
tive position by set screws 82 shown in 
Fig. 5. 
The support 83 for the rock shaft S1 is 

preferably carried by one of the spacing 
blocks 37 so that the cam mechanism may 
be readily removed with the said block 37. 
With the parts in the position to print 

and deliver a single slip-sheeted product, the 
operation is as follows: A printing sheet is 
fed from the table S to the grippers 7 on the 
impression cylinder and carried thereby past 
the plate cylinders and is delivered to the 
delivery cylinder 11 during one revolution 
of the said delivery cylinder. The slip 
sheets are fed from the table ;) to the grip 
pers 18 on the transfer cylinder 17 and are 
delivered therefrom to the gripper's 15 of 
the delivery cylinder 11 the next revolution 
of said delivery cylinder. The delivery cyl 
inder 11 successively transfers the printed 
sheets and slip sheets to the grippers 16 of 
the delivery reel 12 and are transferred 
thereby to the guides i3 where they are fed 
by the rollers 14 to the endless delivery car 
rier 10. When a double non-slip-sheeted 
product is to be delivered, the grippers 18 
on the transfer cylinder 17 are reversed as 
shown in Fig. 7, the cylinder 17 is raised by 
the hand wheel 32 out of operative engage 
ment with the delivery cylinder 11 and into 
operative engagement with the impression 
cylinder 3. The spacing blocks 37 are then 
inserted and the tumbler cam mechanism for 
operating the grippers in this position is 
brought into operative position. The other 
can mechanism is thrown out of its opera 
tive position. The printing sheets are fed 
as before from the table S to the grippers 7 
and after the printing operation are trans 
ferred thereby to the gripper's 15 on the de 
livery cylinder 11 one revolution thereof. 
Another printing sheet is fed from the table 
9 to the grippers 18 on the transfer cylinder 
17 and is transferred thereby to the grip 
pers 6. After the printing operation, the 
sheet is then transferred to the grippers 15 
of the delivery cylinder 11 the next succeed 
ing revolution of the said cylinder 11. The 

cylinder 11 delivers to the delivery reel 12 
a printed sheet every revolution of the de 
livery cylinder and the printed sheets are 
transferred successively from the delivery 
reel through the guides 13 to the endless de 
livery carrier 10. In the arrangement of the 
parts as herein shown, the transfer cylinder 
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and the delivery cylinder are each arranged 
to travel two revolutions for one revolution 
of the impression cylinder. 
While the parts are herein shown as be 

ing arranged when a slip sheeted product is 
being delivered to have the grippel's 15 on 
the cylinder 11 take a printed sheet and de 
liver it one revolution and take a slip sheet. 
and deliver it the next revolution they may 
easily be adjusted so that every second revo 
lution of the cylinder 11 the grippers 15 
may first take a printed sheet from the grip 
pers (5 of the impression cylinder and then a 
slip sheet from the grippers 1S of the feed 
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ing cylinder and then transfer the associated . 
printed and slip sheets together to the grip 
pers 16 of the delivery reel 12. 
plish this last-named result, it would only 
be necessary to set the feeding device a full 

To accom 
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revolution back or in advance of the posi 
tion where alternate printed and slip sheets 
are delivered every revolution of the cylin 
der 11. Where a double non-slip-sheeted 
product is ileing delivered, it will be seen 
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that the delivery cylinder 11 will deliver a 
printed sheet every revolution thereof to the 
delivery reel. 
By the use of the term “cylinders' in the 

feeding and delivery mechanisms, I wish to 
be understood as including any means ca 
pable of passing the sheets through the re 
quired paths for carrying out the results 
above described. 

It is evident that slight changes might be 
resorted to in the form, construction and 
arrangement of the several parts without de 
parting from the spirit and scope of my in 
vention; hence I do not wish to limit myself 
strictly to the structure herein set forth, but 

What. I clain is:- 
1. in a rotary printing machine, an im 

pression cylinder, a delivery mechanism, and 
a transfer cylinder arranged to feed from a 
source of sheet supply either printing sheets 
directly to the impression cylinder or slip 
sheets directly to the delivery mechanism. 

2. In a rotary printing machine, an im 
pression cylinder, a delivery cylinder and a 
transfer cylinder arranged to feed from a 
source of sheet supply either printing sheets 
directly to the impression cylinder or slip 
sheets directly to the delivery cylinder. 

3. In a rotary printing machine, an im 
pression cylinder, means arranged to feed 
printing sheets thereto from one source of 
sheet supply, a delivery mechanism and 
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means arranged to feed from another source 
of sheet supply either printing sheets di 130 
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rectly to the impression cylinder or slip 
sheets directly to the delivery mechanism. 

4. In a rotary printing machine, an im 
pression cylinder, means arranged to feed 
printing sheets thereto from one source of 
sheet supply, a delivery cylinder and means 
arranged to feed from another source of 
sheet supply either printing sheets directly 
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pression cylinder, means arranged to feed 
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to the impression cylinder or slip sheets di 
rectly to the delivery cylinder. 

5. In a rotary printing machine, an im 

printing sheets thereto from one source of 
sheet supply, a delivery mechanism and a 
transfer cylinder arranged to feed from an 
other source of sheet supply either printing 
sheets directly to the impression cylinder or 
slip sheets directly to the delivery mecha 
nism. 

6. In a rotary printing machine, an im 
pression cylinder, means arranged to feed 
printing sheets thereto from one source of 
sheet supply, a delivery cylinder and a trans 
fer cylinder arranged to feed from another 
source of sheet supply either printing sheets 
directly to the impression cylinder or slip 
sheets directly to the delivery cylinder. 

30 

7. In a rotary printing machine, an im 
pression cylinder having two impression sur 
faces and their sets of grippers, means ar 
ranged to feed printing sheets to one set of 
grippers from one source of sheet supply, a 
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delivery mechanism and means arrataged to 
feed from another source of sheet supply 
either printing sheets directly to the other 
set of impression cylinder grippers or slip 
sheets directly to the delivery mechanism. 

8. In a rotary printing machine, an im 
pression cylinder having two impression Sur 
faces and their sets of grippers, means ar 
ranged to feed printing sheets to one set of 
grippers from one source of sheet supply, a 
delivery cylinder and means arranged to 
feed from another source of sheet supply 
either printing sheets directly to the other 
set of impression cylinder grippers or slip 
sheets directly to the delivery cylinder. 

9. In a rotary printing machine, an im 
pression cylinder having two impression sur 
faces and their sets of grippers, means ar 
ranged to feed printing sheets to one set of 

... grippers from one source of sheet supply, a 
delivery mechanism and a transfer cylinder 
arranged to feed from another source of 
sheet supply either printing sheets directly 
to the other set of impression cylinder grip 
pers or slip sheets directly to the delivery 
mechanism. . 

10. In a rotary printing machine, an im 
pression cylinder having two impression sur 
faces and their sets of grippers, means ar 
ranged to feed printing sheets to one set of 
grippers from one source of sheet supply, a 
delivery cylinder and a transfer cylinder ar 
ranged to feed from another source of sheet 
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supply either printing sheets directly to the 
other set of impression cylinder grippers or 
slip sheets directly to the delivery cylinder. 

11. In a rotary printing machine, an im 
pression cylinder, a delivery cylinder and 
a sheet transfer cylinder arranged to be 
brought into and out of operative engage 
ment with either the impression or the de 
livery cylinder to feed the sheets either 
directly to the impression cylinder or di 
rectly to the delivery cylinder. 

12. In a rotary printing machine, an in 
pression cylinder, a delivery cylinder, a 
transfer cylinder and means for moving it 
out of operative engagement with the de 
livery cylinder and into operative engage 
ment with the impression cylinder for feed 
ing printing sheets thereto, and out of op 
erative engagement with the impression cyl 
inder and into operative engagement with 
the delivery cylinder for feeding slip sheets 
thereto. 

13. In a rotary printing machine, an im 
pression cylinder, a delivery cylinder, a 
transfer cylinder, means for moving it out 
of operative engagement with the delivery 
cylinder and into operative engagement 
with the impression cylinder for feeding 
printing sheets thereto and out of operative 
engagement with the impression cylinder 
and into operative engagement with the de 
livery cylinder for feeding slip sheets there 
to and means for supplying either printing 
sheets or slip sheets to said transfer cylin 
der from a source of sheet supply. 
14. In a rotary printing machine, an im pression cylinder, a delivery cylinder, a 

transfer cylinder, means for moving it out 
of operative engagement with the delivery 
cylinder and into operative engagement 
with the impression cylinder for feeding 
printing sheets thereto and out of operative 
engagement with the impression cylinder 
and into operative engagement with the de 
livery cylinder for feeding slip sheets there 
to, a sheet feeding table and means for mov 
ing it into position to feed printing sheets 
to the under side of the transfer cylinder or 
slip sheets to the upper side of the transfer cylinder. 

15. In a rotary printing machine, an im 
pression cylinder, means for feeding print 
ing sheets thereto from one source of sheet 
supply, a delivery cylinder, a transfer cyl 
inder, means for moving it out of operative 
engagement with the delivery cylinder and 
into operative engagement with the impres 
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sion cylinder for feeding printing sheets 
thereto, and out of operative engagement 
with the impression cylinder and into op 
erative engagement with the delivery cyl 
inder for feeding slip sheets thereto and 
means for supplying from another source 
of sheet supply either printing sheets or slip 
sheets to said transfer cylinder. 
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16. In a rotary printing machine, an im 
pression cylinder, means for feeding print 
ing sheets thereto from one source, a trans 
fer cylinder arranged to feed either print 
ing sheets directly to the impression cylin 
der or slip sheets directly to the delivery 
cylinder, said delivery cylinder being ar 
ranged to take a printed sheet every revo 
lution thereof from the impression cylinder 

10 or a printed sheet one revolution from the 

impression cylinder and a slip sheet the next 
revolution from the transfer cylinder. 

In testimony that I claim the foregoing 
as my invention, I have signed my name in 
presence of two witnesses, this thirteenth 15 
day of December A. D. 1912. 

HOWARD M. BARBER, 
Witnesses: 

A. R. STILLMAN, 
E. M. GRANT. 

Copies of this patent may be obtained for five cents each, by addressing the “Commissioner of Patents, 
Washington, D.C.' 


